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High Impedance Metamaterial Surfaces
Using Hilbert-Curve Inclusions

John McVay, Nader Engheta, Fellow, IEEE, and Ahmad Hoorfar, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A metamaterial surface, composed of a periodic
arrangement of Hilbert Curve inclusions above a conducting
ground plane, is analyzed numerically and is shown to possess the
properties of a high impedance surface by investigating the phase
and magnitude of the reflection coefficient, �, for a plane wave of
normal incidence. A parametric study is presented with respect
to the iteration order of the Hilbert curve, the surface height
above the ground plane, and the separation distance between the
neighboring Hilbert elements within the surface array.

Index Terms—Artificial magnetic conductor, complex surface,
high impedance ground plane, Hilbert curve, metamaterial.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH impedance surfaces, also known as artificial mag-
netic conductors, have received considerable attention in

the last few years [1]–[6]. These surfaces have a reflection co-
efficient of , when illuminated with a plane wave, in-
stead of the typical for a conventional perfectly elec-
tric conducting (PEC) surface. These structures can obviously
offer interesting applications in the antenna design [1]–[5] and
for thin absorbing screens [6]. For example a dipole antenna
above such a metamaterial surface will have an image current
with the same phase as the current on the dipole, resulting in
an enhanced radiation performance. Several different types of
high-impedance ground planes have been studied by various re-
search groups (see, e.g., [1]–[6]).

The Hilbert curve, first proposed by Hilbert in 1891, is a
member of the family of curves known in the mathematics liter-
ature as the “space-filling curves,” the first of which was intro-
duced in 1890 by Peano [7]. The Hilbert curve offers certain at-
tractive properties, since a structure of this shape can be made of
an electrically long metallic wire compacted within a very small
footprint. Moreover, this space-filling geometry can be a planer
structure, thus allowing for ease of fabrication. As the iteration
order of the curve increases, the Hilbert Curve may maintain its
footprint size, while the length of curve increases. This property
is what allows the Hilbert curve to posses a relatively low reso-
nant frequency, i.e., a long resonant wavelength with respect to
the linear dimension of its footprint. The Hilbert curve geom-
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Fig. 1. Hilbert curves with various iteration order number N.

etry has been used in the small antenna design [8]–[10] and also
for the frequency-selective surfaces (e.g., [11]).

In the present study, we explore the possibility of having a
metamaterial surface in which many inclusions in the shape of
the “Hilbert curve” are placed, in a two–dimensional (2-D) pe-
riodic arrangement, on a host surface. Some preliminary results
of our work were presented in a recent symposium [12].

II. RESONANCES FOR A SINGLE HILBERT INCLUSION

Before we analyze the behavior of a metamaterial surface
made of periodic arrangement of Hilbert curve inclusions above
a PEC ground plane, we investigate numerically the resonance
behavior of a single Hilbert curve as a scatterer. Using a method
of moments (MoM) numerical code,1 we simulate a single
Hilbert curve inclusion of varying iteration orders in free space,
made of a PEC wire with radius 0.01 mm, in order to determine
the resonant frequencies of the Hilbert Curve structure for
each iteration order. The single Hilbert curve is assumed to
have 1.2 mm 1.2 mm footprint. A normally incident plane
wave with two different orthogonal polarizations, i.e., or

, illuminates this Hilbert curve, shown in Fig. 1, and the
induced current along the wire in the Hilbert curve is evaluated
and its maximum value is determined. Then the frequency of
the incident wave is varied, and the variation of this maximum
value as a function of frequency is obtained. The frequency
at which this maximum value reaches its highest value (i.e.,
the “maximum of maxima”), we name the resonant frequency

. Linear interpolation was then utilized in order to find
the frequencies at which this maximum current falls to 0.707
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TABLE I
RESONANCES, FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTHS, AND SIDE DIMENSIONS (WITH

RESPECT TO THE RESONANT WAVELENGTHS, �) FOR SINGLE HILBERT-CURVE

SCATTERERS WITH VARIOUS ITERATION ORDER N

of its maximum of maxima, and the corresponding fractional
bandwidth was calculated. The results for the Hilbert curve ele-
ment with various iteration orders shown in Fig. 1, are listed in
Table I. As can be seen from this table, as the iteration order is
increased, the resonant frequency and the fractional bandwidth
are decreased for both polarizations of the normally incident
plane wave. The last two rows on the bottom indicate the
relative linear (side) dimension of the footprint of the Hilbert
curve with respect to its resonant wavelength in each iteration
order. A higher iteration order for the Hilbert curve provides
an electrically smaller element. We also note from Table I that
the resonant frequency, fractional bandwidth, and the relative
side dimensions for the -polarized plane wave excitation are
larger than those for the -polarized illumination. This is due
to the presence of the mirror symmetry of the Hilbert curve
with respect to the - plane, which leads to the odd and even
symmetric distributions of the induced current along the wire
for the -polarized and -polarized excitations, respectively.

III. HILBERT ARRAY SURFACE

A surface can be conceptually constructed utilizing the
Hilbert curve inclusions by creating a periodic, 2-D array
of Hilbert elements, located in parallel with, and at a small
distance above, a PEC ground plane as is shown in Fig. 2. To
model the wave interaction with this surface numerically, we
use the periodic MoM with periodic boundary conditions in the
software package IE3D code.2 The inter-element edge to edge
spacing between any two neighboring Hilbert inclusions in the
surface array is chosen to be equal to the length of a single
section of the Hilbert Curve, which varies with the iteration
order of the Hilbert Curve as with being the
linear (side) dimension of the Hilbert curve footprint.

Fig. 3 shows the magnitude and phase of the reflection coeffi-
cient , for an -polarized normal incidence plane wave excita-

2IE3D, Zeland Software, Inc., ver. 9.3

Fig. 2. Hilbert surface of order 3 made of 2-D period arrangement of Hilbert
inclusions of order 3 above a PEC ground plane.

Fig. 3. Magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient for an x-polarized
normally incident plane wave illuminating a Hilbert surface with order N = 3

at a distance 0.536 mm above a PEC ground plane.

tion, as a function of the frequency, for the Hilbert surface made
of Hilbert inclusions of order at a height of 0.536 mm
above a PEC ground plane. The phase of this reflection coef-
ficient is evaluated with respect to the top of the Hilbert sur-
face. As can be seen from this figure, a reflection coefficient of

(where the phase of is zero) is achieved at a frequency
of about 32.7 GHz, which we denote with the subscript
“HIS” standing for “high-impedance surface”. Table II presents
the results of our parametric study on the role of iteration or-
ders of the Hilbert curves and the height of the surface above
the ground plane. The value , is chosen as the cross-
ings for the phase of , although other values for such crossings
can be considered [5]. The bandwidth of the structure decrease
as the iteration order N increases and/or the height decreases.

The results of our parametric study on the effect of separation
distance between the adjacent Hilbert elements on the perfor-
mance of the Hilbert surface are shown in Table III. We choose
the separation distance to be , and , where is
the original separation distance of 0.171 mm, for the case of a
Hilbert surface of order 3 at a height of 1.072 mm above a PEC
ground plane. We note how little and the bandwidths vary
with this separation distance, while they vary more considerably
when the iteration order and the height change. In our simula-
tion here, we have assumed the air spacing between the Hilbert
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TABLE II
VARIATION OF FREQUENCY F AT WHICH � = +1, AND THE FRACTIONAL

BANDWIDTH OF THE HILBERT SURFACE IN TERMS OF THE ITERATION ORDER

AND THE HEIGHT ABOVE THE PEC GROUND PLANE

TABLE III
VARIATION OF F AND THE BANDWIDTH IN TERMS OF THE

SEPARATION DISTANCE

surface and the ground plane. If a dielectric layer is used instead,
one can anticipate that the resonant frequencies will be lowered.

IV. SUMMARY

By numerically investigating the reflection coefficient of a
normally incident plane wave on a surface conceptually con-
structed with 2-D periodic arrangement of Hilbert curve inclu-
sions above a conducting ground plane, we have shown that this

surface can act as a high impedance surface within a certain fre-
quency band, providing a reflection coefficient of magnitude 1
with a phase angle of 0 . The frequency at which this surface be-
comes a high-impedance surface is primarily related to the order
number of the Hilbert curve (i.e., the length of the curve). This
frequency, as well as the bandwidth associated with its range
of operation, is affected by the height of the surface above the
ground plane and to the lesser extent by the distance of separa-
tion between adjacent Hilbert elements within the array. Such a
structure as a high-impedance surface can have interesting ap-
plications in the antenna design. Such applications are presently
under investigation [12] and will be reported in detail in a future
paper.
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